


Automated load acceptance and 

dispatching. Increased planning 

horizons. Detailed strategic analysis. 

Based on nearly 40 years of research 

and development, CORE.ai reimagines 

how for-hire and private truckload 

operations think about planning and 

operating their fleets.

Truckload, reimagined. 

CORE.ai



Optimization is nothing new, however it’s very difficult 

to get right. Through the use of High-Dimensional AI, 

CORE.ai has been proven to be able to drive outsized 

impacts for our customers. 

Impact on 
industry.

18%
     Increase in fleet 

efficiency

90%
  Reduction in planning 

resources

13% 
Decrease in cost 

3X 
Increase in planning 

horizon



This isn’t your TMS’ scheduler functionality. 

CORE.ai’s load acceptance and dispatching 

functionality completely change the way you 

think about how you can run your network. 

We automate and recommend loads and 

dispatch plans that have the highest 

probability of being profitable even if 

something unexpected happens in your 

network.

Automated real time planning 

and dispatching

We deploy a novel use of approximate dynamic 

programming for convex resource allocation 

problems to simulate drivers at a high level of detail 

in an uncertain future.  We forecast the probability 

distribution of loads at different levels of aggregation 

to capture the behavior of individual shippers while 

accurately modeling aggregate load volumes.

Automated real time planning 

and dispatching

No B.S.
(There’s a lot of B.S. and hand waving out there. 

What we do here at Optimal Dynamics is 

different, and we love telling people all about it)



No B.S.

We use a blend of math programming and 

approximate dynamic programming to simulate 

drivers and loads in the future, using probabilistic 

forecasting of loads.  This is a stochastic lookahead 

policy, which is run continuously, simulating multiple 

scenarios in parallel to estimate load coverage, 

potential issues, and getting drivers home.

Future Visibility

A direct byproduct of High-Dimensional AI, 

Future Visibility is one of the most significant 

paradigm shifts to the logistics industry. 

Whether that is securing 3rd party capacity 

long before you ever knew you needed it, or 

understanding issues in your network more 

than a week into the future, CORE.ai is 

always two steps ahead.

Future Visibility



Don’t just respond quickly to rapidly 

changing market conditions, but understand 

exactly what they mean for your company. 

CORE.ai allows you to rapidly ask detailed 

questions about your network, and all in a 

couple of clicks. The strategic capabilities 

behind CORE.ai have saved companies tens 

of millions of dollars annually.

Strategic analysis, 

reimagined.

We believe that even strategic decisions require 

modeling operations at a high level of detail. Our 

Optimizing-Simulator Technology combines math 

programming, machine learning and Monte Carlo 

methods to perform strategic simulations while 

capturing full operational details.  We use dual variables 

to capture the marginal value of drivers and loads to 

guide where drivers should be domiciled, and the most 

profitable lanes in the network.

Strategic analysis, 

reimagined.

No B.S.



High-Dimensional AI is the byproduct of decades of 

R&D and is the breakthrough behind CORE.ai. Built 

specifically from the ground up for the complex nature 

of the logistics industry, it is what allows us to learn 

and handle every last detail that makes your operation 

High-Dimensional Artificial 

Intelligence 

We exploit the structure of stochastic resource 

allocation problems in logistics to dramatically 

accelerate learning while exploiting convexity to solve 

high-dimensional assignment problems using powerful 

integer programming solvers.  By leveraging 

hierarchical aggregation to capture spatial relationships 

to accelerate learning, we can even make 

recommendations even for new shippers.  We also use 

variable dimensional learning architectures and optimal 

learning rates to adapt to changing conditions.

High-Dimensional Artificial 

Intelligence

No B.S.

unique. Where traditional Neural Networks 

require massive historical training data sets not 

found in logisitics, CORE.ai uses powerful 

adaptive learning algorithms that adapt quickly 

to changing conditions and process more detail. 

Your company will be able to plan further into the 

future, proactively react to issues, and drive true 

automation.



CORE.ai unique simulation based optimization technology makes it possible to perform 

strategic, tactical, and real-time planning, all with the same technology. For the first time ever, 

this allows us to create a seamless interface throughout the planning process, and break 

down the silos between planning and execution. 

Strategic Sync.



1. Secure data 
upload

2. Training and 
simulations 

As a byproduct of CORE.ai’s simulation based 

optimization technology, we can accurately identify 

where CORE.ai will save you money. This means both 

Optimal Dynamics and our customers can have the 

highest confidence before we engage in a 

deployment. Best off, we’ll do it at no charge to you. 

What is there to lose? 

Take CORE.ai for 
a test drive.

3. Simulations 
are outputted

First step is to 

securely upload 

historical data to 

CORE.ai. It will then 

be automatically 

anonymized, cleaned, 

and mapped.

Once the data is 

uploaded, CORE.ai 

will train itself on your 

data. After training, it 

will output before and 

after scenarios. 

After the simulations are 

completed, we will set 

up a meeting with you 

to review the analysis 

completed by CORE.ai. 



About Us
Did you know only 1% of AI initiatives in logistics make it into full production? 

This isn’t okay with us. Optimal Dynamics was founded to be the decision 

layer of logistics in order to help companies automate and optimize their 

operations. We are not just another silicon valley startup. We have logistics in 

our blood and we actually wrote the textbook on applying advanced AI in 

logistics. Optimal Dynamics is the byproduct of nearly 40 years of 

world-leading research and development at Princeton University and our 

technology has managed billions of dollars of assets. Optimal Dynamics has 

raised over $4.4M and works out of our NYC and Princeton, NJ offices. We 

look forward to bringing CORE.ai to your company in order to lead the 

industry in how you plan and make decisions.



Contact Us
Please contact our VP of Sales and Strategic Partnerships, 

Chris Torrence, to learn more. 

Main Office
New York, NY

Email
ctorrence@optimaldynamics.com

Website
www.optimaldynamics.com


